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CLIMATE CHANGED

CLIMATE CHANGED is a an action/rom-com that shows how one man can make a difference--as long as he 
learns to work with others! Weaving a comedic romance into an imminent environmental disaster plot at the 
hands of a greedy corporation, we watch forgotten workers suffering under the oppression and obscrutiy of 
stultifying cubicle culture rise above their station to stand up for what’s right.

LOGLINE:
When and all-talk-but-no-actioon environmentalist is forced to work for fossil fuel conglomerate and learns that 
his new girlfriend may be runing a global warming cover-up of a cataclysmic environmental disaster, he rounds up 
misfit coworkers to expose the truth.



THE PLAYERS

THE GIRLFRIEND

THE ENVIRONMENTALIST

THE BEST FRIEND

THE QUIRKY BOSS



MINI SYNOPSIS

Environmentalist MAX BRICKER is pathetic. Although he’s a law school graduate who’s devoted 
his career to saving the environment because of a family tragedy, he can’t get out of his own 
way. Fresh from getting fired for starting a failed office revolt while earning peanuts from 
performing kid’s magic shows at any JCC who will take him, his girlfriend kicks him out in favor 
of a law school classmate.  His gay best friend--his only friend--CHAD TRUBERG, is there for 
him and invites him to crash at his place, but his Fiancee, WILL, wishes Max would just fall off 
the end of the earth.

Forced to accept a dead-end temp job at an oil company conglomerate to make ends meet, Max 
befriends the charming KIM DEARING on the job. Their relationship blossoms because of their 
shared love of the environment. But when Max discovers she could be a corporate flunkee who’s 
helping their employer cover up an environmental disaster, can Max handle their hot 
relationship without getting burned?
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